E: ACservice@monodraught.com
T: 01494 897700

With You Every Step of the Way
IMPORTANCE OF
REGULARLY
SERVICING
YOUR AC SYSTEM

F-GAS Legislation
It is a legal requirement to keep your Air
Conditioning systems serviced and to conduct
regular leak tests. The frequency of the servicing
depends on the type and amount of each
refrigerant.
Frequency

12 months
6 months

R410a (Kg) R32 (Kg)
2.4
24

7.4
74

Environment
In a typical oﬃce, Air Conditioning can account
for over 30% of annual electricity consumption.
Regular cleaning and maintenance keeps
energy usage down to help reduce your
carbon footprint.

Efficiency
Ensuring there are no leaks in your system
is not only essential for the environment
but has a large eﬀect on the performance
of your systems.
A system undercharged by just 15% has
a massive 45% loss in performance!

Warranty
Many Air Conditioning equipment
warranties become invalid unless systems
are properly maintained.
Failure to maintain can be very costly!

Service Plan Options

PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL PLUS

Our Professional Service will keep your systems in top
condition and keep them running for as long as possible

Our Professional Plus Service is designed to keep your systems
running as energy eﬃciently as possible

Visual check of indoor and outdoor units
Removal of indoor ﬁlters, clean and reﬁt
Check drip tray and check condensate pump operating
Check integrity of pipework and lagging
Check suction and discharge temperatures and record
Clean any historical faults that may show on control panel
Check and clean evaporator and condensor coils of the outdoor unit
Check and tighten as required all electrical connections
Check unit operation voltage and record
Full telephone and technical support
Compile detailed service report and provide Certiﬁcate of Service (F-GAS)
Leak check

In addition to all services provided in our Professional Service,
Professional Plus includes:
Full sterilisation of drip tray every 3 years
Replace ﬁlters every 3 years
Chemically clean indoor unit coils every 3 years
Replacement parts free of charge up to £200 total value per visit

E: ACservice@monodraught.com
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Additional Services

BASIC

System Recharge
Pipework Replacement
System Replacement
Airﬂow Testing
Leak Detection + Pressure Test
Refrigerant Recovery
Unit Relocation

CLOUD MONITORING SERVICES

The Daikin Cloud Service user interface allows you to control
your building’s climate from any location. It can connect
multiple building locations and is accessible via any web
enabled device.
Installers and technicians also have access to the Cloud so that
they can remotely log in and immediately begin troubleshooting
if there is ever a malfunction.
The user-friendly interface makes control even easier, and the
automatic energy consumption tracking helps you reduce your
costs in the long-run.

Boasting a wide range of features, MELCloud ensures easier
day-to-day operation of your systems. For example, you can
adjust target temperatures, switch between operating
modes and analyse historic and current trend data at the
push of a button. One particularly practical aspect is the
cross-system suitability of MELCloud, which provides
centralised control of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning at all times with a single app. Another beneﬁt of
MELCloud is the clear map view that makes it possible to
manage multiple locations.

Our dedicated Technical Consultants will help you identify the right maintenance package for you,
including cost-eﬀective upgrades and remote monitoring services with intelligent predictive systems. This
will prevent breakdowns and provide remote diagnostic support to increase your system’s lifetime and
reduce energy costs.

